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On the Dot: The Speck that Changed the WorldIn French, the ellipsis is commonly used at the end of
lists to represent et ceteraIn mathematical notation[edit]The triple-dot punctuation mark is also
called a suspension point, points of ellipsis, periods of ellipsis, or colloquially, "dot-dot-dot".[2]In this
case, however, the ellipsis consists not of dots but of short dashes.[3] "Subpuncting" of medieval
manuscripts also denotes omitted meaning and may be related.[4]In legal writing in the United
States, Rule 5.3 in the Bluebook citation guide governs the use of ellipses and requires a space
before the first dot and between the two subsequent
dotsCiteSeerX10.1.1.108.463doi:10.1002/meet.1450440341However, variations in the number of
dots exist

HTML and CSS[edit]Other use is the suspension of a part of a text, or a paragraph, or a phrase or a
part of a word because it is obvious, or unnecessary, or impliedHandbook of research on discourse
behavior and digital communication: language structures and social interactionAlthough an ellipsis is
technically complete with three periods (.), its rise in popularity as a "trailing-off" or "silence"
indicator, particularly in mid-20th-century comic strip and comic book prose writing, has led to
expanded uses online2nd ed

The combinations "ellipsis+exclamation mark" and "ellipsis+question mark" are written in this
way:!.?I n = [ 1 0 ⋯ 0 0 1 ⋯ 0 ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ 0 0 ⋯ 1 ] {displaystyle I{n}={begin{bmatrix}1&0&cdots
&00&1&cdots &0vdots &vdots &ddots &vdots 0&0&cdots &1end{bmatrix}}} In reported speech, the
ellipsis can be used to represent an intentional silence"CMC cues enrich lean online communication:
the case of letter and punctuation mark repetitions" (PDF)1 + 2 + 3 + ⋯ + 100 {displaystyle
1+2+3+cdots +100} ISBN9780190295943Unicode recognizes a series of three period characters
(U+002E) as compatibility equivalent (though not canonical) to the horizontal ellipsis character.[25]

1995University of Chicago PressRaymond Chandler: Stories and Early NovelsIn Chinese, the ellipsis is
six dots (in two groups of three dots, occupying the same horizontal or vertical space as two
characters) (i.eAn ellipsis is never preceded or followed by a full stop.[13]However, it is not a
formally defined mathematical symbol

"Chapter 7"Depending on the context, this could be anything from an admission of guilt to an
expression of being dumbfounded at another person's words or actions^ ^ Goldstein, Norm,
editorExample for both cases, using German style: The first el.is stands for omitted letters, the
second "text [] text").[10]Regeln und Wrterverzeichnis" (PDF) (in German)In HTML, the horizontal
ellipsis character may be represented by the entity reference … (since HTML 4.0), and the vertical
ellipsis character by the entity reference &vellip; (since HTML 5.0).[26] Alternatively, in HTML, XML,
and SGML, a numeric character reference such as … or … can be usedAn ellipsis may also imply an
unstated alternative indicated by contextdoi:10.1177/1461445610392138Not to be confused with
Ellipse 8ca7aef5cf 
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